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Introduction
In this paper will be given a new proof of the prime-number theorem, which is elementary in the sense that it uses practically no analysis, except the simplest properties of the logarithm.
We shall prove the prime-number theorem in the form (1.1) .lim =1(x) 1 Z__00 X where for x > 0, tQ(x) is defined as usual by (1.2) #(X) = E logp, p denoting the primes. The basic new thing in the proof is a certain assymptotic formula (2.8), which may be written (1.3) t(x) log x + log pa () =2x log x + O(x).
From this formula there are several ways to deduce the prime-number theorem.
The way I present ??2-4 of this paper, is chosen because it seems at the present to be the most direct and most elementary way.1 But for completeness it has to be mentioned that this was not my first proof. The original proof was in fact rather different, and made use of the following result by P. Erdos, that for an arbitrary, positive fixed number 6, there exist a K(a) > 0 and an xo = x(a) such that for x > xo, there are more than K(a) Xlog x primes in the interval from x to x + Ax. My first proof then ran as follows: Introducing the notations
one can easily deduce from (1.3), using the well-known result (1.4) E log P = log x + 0(1), ,<? X 1 Because it avoids the concept of lower and upper limit. It is in fact easy to modify the proof in a few places so as to avoid the concept of limit at all, of course (1. Also one easily deduces that there exists an x' in the range -V1 < x' < x, wit 6 (x') = Ax' + o(x').
Again from (1.6) with a and A interchanged, and x' instead of x, one deduces the From Erd6s' result it is then possible to show that one can chose primes p and p' not belonging to any of the exceptional sets, with x< x/ < (l + a) x. P P P Then we get from (1.7) and (1.8) that (A-O < < (mu) < (a+6) X < (a+ X so that A < (a + 6)(1 + 6).
or making 6 tend to zero A a.
Hence since also A ? a and a + A = 2 we have a = A = 1, which proves our theorem. Erd6s' result was obtained without knowledge of my work, except that it is based on my formula (2.8); and after I had the other parts of the above proof. His proof contains ideas related to those in the above proof, at which related ideas he had arrived independently.
The method can be applied also to more general problems. For instance one can prove some theorems proved by analytical means by Beurling, but the results are not quite as sharp as Beurlings.2 Also one can prove the primenumber theorem for arithmetic progressions, one has then to use in addition ideas and results from my previous paper on Dirichlets theorem.
Of known results we use frequently besides (1.4) also its consequence (1.9) t (x) = 0(x).
Throughout the paper p, q and r denote prime numbers. A(n) denotes M6bius' number-theoretic function, r(n) denotes the number of divisors of n. The letter c will be used to denote absolute constants, and K to denote absolute positive constants. Some of the more trivial estimations are not carried out but left to the reader. LO, for all other n.
The first three of these statements follow readily from (2.2) and (2.1), the fourth is easily proved by induction. Clearly it is enough to consider n squarefree, then ifn = PlP2 * Pk ,
From this the remaining part of (2.3) follows. The remainder term being obtained by use of (1.4) and (1.9). Hence from (2.4) and (2.5), (2.6) E log2 p + E log p log q = x 2L?(dQ) log2 x + O(x). where the c's are absolute constants, (2.7) is well known, and (2.7') may be easily derived by partial summation from the well-known result
From (2.7) and (2.7') we get log2 z = 2 2 (G) + c5 I + C6 + O(z1). vZ By partial summation we get from (2.8) (2.10) E log p+ E log p log q 2x + 0 (x) V:5.x VQ_: log pq log x
This gives E log p log q = I log p E log q = 2x z log P Pq_$ Pz q~zIp P-z P -E logp E q gllogrg 0 E log \ pE~z: qr~z/p log qr V dp (1+log-)) = 2x log x -E log qlogr (f) + O(x log log x). qr~z log qr \qr/ Inserting this for the second term in (2.8) we get (2.11) t,(x) log x = E log p log q 6 ( -) + O(x log log x).
V.< log pq \pq/ Writing now 6(x) = x + R(x) , (2.9) easily gives (2.12) R(x) log x = -Z log p R ( + O(x), posx p and (2.11) yields in the same manner (2.13) R(x) logx lo p log qR + O(x log log x), ,~log pq \pq/ since lo1g lo1g q =~ log x + O(logO log x),
x pq log pq which follows by partial summation from E log P log q = log2 x + O(log x), vq < pq which again follows easily from (1.4).
The (2.12) and (2.13) yield 2 j R(x) I logzx S E log p RI-) + E log p log q |R (X) + O(x log log x). vq< log pq \pq From this, by partial summation, 2 j R(x) I log x < pE n log p + E log Pq } obviously converges to zero if we start for instance with a, = 4 (one sees easily that then an < K5/V/n), this proves (4.1) and thus our theorem. FINAL REMARK. As one sees we have actually never used the full force of (2.8) in the proof, we could just as well have used it with the remainder term o(x log x) instead of O(x). It is not necessary to use the full force of (1.4) either, if we have here the remainder-term o(log x) but in addition knowing that t~(x) > Kx for x > 1 and some positive constant K, we can still prove the theorem. However, we have then to make some change in the arguments of ?3.
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